INTRODUCTION TO NDIS KEPCO's NDIS History
KEPCO decided to upgrade from its older distribution system (based on the IBM Geographical Facility Info System) to NDIS (New Distribution Information System). This decision was made to more effectively address its company-wide information management requirements.
In 1997, KEPCO began its search for new technology which had the capacity to handle a number of growing issues; namely, the ability to handle numerous engineering drawings, with increasing numbers of poles, distribution transformers, distribution lines, etc. KEPCO was also hampered by limitations inherent in a text-only system. There were other considerations as well, such as the need to prevent outages and prepare for high quality services. KEPCO's needed to comply with NGIS (National GIS) requirements which were enforced by the Korean government as part of a ten year project.
Therefore, KEPCO 
NDIS Functions
By applying new IT technology to distribution works, NDIS can make controls and processes for planning, design, construction, operation and statistic reporting. The control is easier, faster and more accurate. 
Protective device
The first purpose of the protective device is to isolate the faulted section from the normal sections, which means the protective device shall be able to be open when a fault occurs on the downstream side of the device. If there are two or more protective devices on the upstream side of the fault point, the device nearest to the fault point shall open and others shall remain closed. The protective coordination means coordinate the protective device to properly operate as shown below.
• The protective device shall be cooperated with the backup device
• The protective device is recommended to be located on the downstream side of important customers, the area with the highest load density.
• It is efficient for the protective device to divide the load amount equally. 
Coordination Methods
There are 3 methods for coordinating distribution lines:
• Using differences in response times -Timing relay, recloser, line-fuse
• Using differences in fault currents: -Instant relay 
Protection Coordination Program Features
The protection coordination program(PCP) provides coordination data for device when new high-voltage customers request electricity, new protective devices are installed or existing devices are rearranged. The NDIS protection coordination program provides information for sections, accumulated load-currents, and fault-current data using GIS. The information from protective devices can be received from the facility DB, so users only check the data for protective device settings. NDIS PCP provides protective coordination reports, diagrams, TC curve etc. The main features of the distribution protection coordination program are:
• Automatic drawing of schematics diagram using GIS DB. ※ Facilities in GIS DB: Substation Circuit Breaker, Distribution Line, Switch, Reclosing Switch, High-voltage customers.
• Provides accumulated load current and fault current calculated by NDIS using customer power usage data, power line span data, etc.
• Provides protection device setting data from automatic calculations using basic device data, OCR time TAP setting, OCR pickup setting, device operation cycles, etc.
• T−C(Time−Current) curve graphically shows the relationship between input current and operation time.
For job processes, user can create protection coordination reports and process job flows for manager approval using the WFM (Work Flow Management) system.
Coordination Procedures
Coordination procedures are:
• Protective coordination request starting To consider prerequisites are :
• Load current equation fix • Section facility capacity handle & update period • Section facility capacity calculation base
Fault Current Calculation
Short circuit fault current is used for phase value setting, earth fault current is used for ground value setting.
※ I3s (3 phase short circuit current) = (100/%Z1) × DL capacity/(√3×22.9) ※ I2s (2 phase short circuit current) = (√3/2)×I3s ※ Ig (Single-phase earth-fault current) = (3×100)/(%2Z1+%Z2+%Z0+3%Rf) × DL capacity /(√3×22.9)
Recloser Settings 
T-C Curve
T-C (Time-Current) curve is a method to present the relationship between the current and operating time of the protective devices. Generally, the X-axis of the TC curve represents the ratio of actual current to preset current (called the pick-up multiple). The Y-axis means the operation duration time in seconds or cycles. NDIS PCP provides two functions. The first one is a multiple function that changes to desired curves using a timeconstant multiple to T-C curve. The second one adds functions that change to the desired curve using a timeconstant added to the T-C curve.
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Configuration of Program Operating
The NDIS program operates in client-server configulation. 
CONCLUSIONS
Geographical Information System (GIS) is a universally recognized tool used to assist utilities in the efficient management of distribution networks. KEPCO's GIS supports technical operations (such as technical calculation, network analysis) and builds a base to provide management information on the distribution field. KEPCO's GIS system is a core system to interface with other power systems. KEPCO GIS's initial focus is power facility design and maintenance management, as well as facility history management. But nowadays KEPCO emphasis on applying technical applications like load forecasting, load balancing, fault prediction using GIS technology & DB. The meaningful result from that approach is protection coordination program. Users had to draw diagrams manually on the PC-based system before NDIS protection coordination program was developed. NDIS eliminates tedious work for engineers. This program processing is done in real-time, not batch processed, so users could set device coordination at any time across all 8,148 distribution lines. This program can also provide optimized coordination reports to engineer. As a result, KEPCO finally minimized interruption duration. The coordination history is stored in the DB. The DB will be used to analyze protection coordination trends. For future upgrades, KEPCO will consider the program's real-time interface with SCADA. For improved accessibility to other programs, KEPCO introduce webbased GIS and plans to add that system to the program.
